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October 11 

The Ministry in Delhi seeks a confirmation from the Indian Mission in Lhasa 

about a report which appeared in The Statesman in Kalimpong stating that 

“Communist forces have penetrated 50 miles into Tibet from Sino-Tibetan 

border. A RUPON1 of Tibetan army met Red attacks with skill and drove the 

invaders back over the border but was later killed in action.” 

The Statesman’s report is alleged to further affirm: “Communists are now 

said to be entrenched at Dongna2, a high and inhospitable mountain pass, 

where they have been stopped by Tibetans, and this is said to have 

imperiled Chamdo, a Tibetan stronghold, which is now local point for further 

Communist assault which will be coordinated from DONGNA and Jyekundo.” 

Delhi requests Lhasa to provide, “earliest possible intimation regarding 

correctness of report”. 

 

October 14 

Three days later, Sinha affirms in a message to Delhi and Gangtok that 

“Tibetan Government have received NO information regarding alleged clash 

between their troops and Communist forces in Dongna.” 

                                    
1 Corresponding to a Colonel 
2 Probably Minjiang Township in Ngaba Tibetan and Qiang Autonomous Prefecture of 

Sichuan. 



The head of Mission says: “They [Lhasa government] believe that Kalimpong 

story is a colourful version of incident that took place in July at Demar where 

a Rupon with fifty troops encountered Khampa marauders some of whom 

are believed to be followers of Tashilhunpo officials and ex-Regent Reting. 

The Rupon was killed in action.” 

Sinha concludes: “If any military developments of consequence take place 

on the frontier, Tibetan Govt. [Government] have promised to keep Govt. 

[government] of India informed.” 

Robert Ford, the British operator posted in Chamdo later wrote: “I had not 

heard the rumours, which had begun in the political gossip-factory of 

Kalimpong. It seemed that on [October 11], even before the first 

messenger from Rangsum reached Chamdo, a correspondent of the 

Statesman filed a report that the Chinese had invaded Tibet from 

Chinghai and reached the pass of Dongma, just north of Riwoche.” 

Ford continues: “The story was obviously false, and All-lndia Radio quoted 

the leader of the Tibetan delegation as saying that it was simply ‘a belated 

account brought by traders of a minor incident that occurred four months 

ago’. Probably it was: it could have taken as long as that for news of the 

Dengko3 incident to reach Kalimpong, and the geographical error was 

normal.”  

In fact the major Chinese assault occurred on October 7. 

 

October 16 

The India Mission in Lhasa cables Delhi that: “representative of Kashag and 

two Foreign Bureau Secretaries came to Mission this morning with profuse 

apologies and alarming news of Chinese advance on eastern frontier [it was 

nine days after the events occurred]. Chinese troops it appears have been in 

occupation of Demar area since June last when two Tibetan wireless 

                                    
3 Tib. Denkok. 



operators and equipment fell to the Chinese. In view of an agreement 

between Tibetan Government and Chinghai4 for Demilitarisation of Demar - 

South of Yangtze between Tsehndotung and the Yangtze, Tibetans did NOT 

maintain sufficient troops for its defence. In July last they sent a Rupon for 

reoccupation of Demar but the RUPON were ambushed and killed by the 

Chinese. Tibetans were thus forced to abandon Demar.” 

In the meantime, the news of the actual invasion has already reached 

Lhasa: “Tibetan Government have now received information that on 7th 

October. Chinese troops crossed Yangtze at a ferry near Changra and fought 

on engagement with Tibetan soldiers who were forced to withdraw under 

heavy fire. Strong concentration of Chinese troops is reported at Jyekundo.” 

The Mission in Lhasa informs Delhi that the Tibetan Government anticipates 

attacks on Riwoche, Decyo [?] a village railway station Tsehndotung, Tok - 

south of Dzokang, and Yakalo, Kamtotuga, near Changra is already under 

attack.” 

In other words, it is not a small skirmish like in August; it is a full-fledged 

invasion through a large military operation.  

Sinha informs Delhi: “Chinese plan seems to be to isolate Tibetan forces in 

Chamdo and surrounding areas, and march unhindered on region around. In 

that event Tibetan Government apprehend that their troops in Eastern Tibet 

might have to retreat via Sadiya.” 

Lhalu, the former Governor of Kham, who was on his way back to Lhasa was 

eventually ordered to stay a few months in Kongpo, in Southern Tibet to 

block the way of the advancing PLA. 

Sinha also tells Delhi that the Tibetan government regrets: “in these 

circumstances present negotiations would be under DURESS. They are 

grateful to Prime Minister and the Government of India for impressing on the 

Chinese that the negotiations should be friendly and peaceful. To ensure 

                                    
4 Qinghai 



success of negotiations they feel it is imperative that the Chinese should be 

asked to halt present advance and to withdraw to previous positions.” 

Of course, Mao had his plans ready for the ‘liberation’ of Tibet, and there 

was no question to stopping half way. 

Later the same day, the ministry is informend by the Mission that the 

Kashag has received an urgent message from Chamdo. It was sent by 

Ngabo Shape, the Governor of Kham: “Two fleeing sepoys of the frontier 

garrison at Shukla Pass5 posted on guard duty reported Chinese crossing of 

the Pass and the capture of Tshame along with two Tibetan officers and 600 

soldiers. Villagers of Tshame have gone over to the Communists. As a result 

of the capture of Tshame garrison there are now NO troops to stop Chinese 

advance between Tok and Chamdo. Officers at Tok have sent urgent appeals 

for reinforcements, but as there are only 600 troops available at Chamdo, it 

is difficult to spare them. Furthermore other stations in the areas which are 

all threatened CANNOT be depleted of their meager strength.” 

The cable from Ngabo further explains: “Chinese officers at Atuntze6 in a 

rude letter addressed to the officers at Tok accused Tibetans of insincerity in 

their negotiations particularly as their Mission has NOT left India yet. The 

Tibetan officers have been urged to dispatch accredited representatives to 

negotiate with the Chinese on the Eastern Frontier, failing which Tibetans 

have been asked to prepare for worst. It is too late to send reinforcements 

now from Lhasa for defence of Chamdo but I will do my best and if 

necessary sacrifice my life for Tibet. Chinese are preparing to attack Riwoche 

in great force in order to severe the road link between Chamdo and Lhasa”. 

This was the end of the Governor’s message; Sinha adds: “Tibetan 

Government consider situation as most grave. They expect Government of 

                                    
5 We have not been able to locate this pass. 
6 In today’s Yunnan province, south of Batang 



India’s help in this crisis” and admits that the Kashag has requested him to 

draft an appeal to the U.N.. 

 

October 17 

Delhi informs the Mission in Lhasa that India has decided to make ‘earnest 

representations’ to Chinese Government “advising them to halt the advance 

of their troops into Tibet so that problems of Tibet may be settled peacefully 

and amicably.” 

Delhi takes note of the incidents which have taken place in ‘Inner Tibet’, 

which “Chinese have always regarded as part of Sikang. This area was 

referred to in 1914 Convention which was not subsequently ratified by 

China.” 

This is an absolute distortion of the truth as the Chinese troops have already 

crossed the Upper Yangtze river which in 1950, is the de facto border 

between the so-called Inner and Outer Tibet. Therefore it was clearly an 

invasion (or ‘liberation’ in Communist terminology). 

Delhi however brings to Sinha’s notice: “The Chinese Ambassador here [in 

Delhi] informed us that owing to deliberate delay on part of Tibetan 

Delegation to proceed to Peking, Chinese Government were compelled to 

take certain steps and ordered certain military movements in Sikang.”7 

The Tibetans are blamed for the delay for proceeding for the negotiations, 

while it is only a delaying tactic from Mao’s side. The communication from 

Delhi continues: “We feel that there has been considerable delay in Tibetan 

Delegation taking any further step and in Tibetan Government sending 

instructions to them. Nevertheless we have made it clear to Chinese 

Government that their action is ill-advised.” 

                                    
7 Sikang is the Chinese name for Kham. 



Did Delhi8 realize the awkwardness of the situation: “We realize that if an 

invasion of Tibet has actually taken place this makes it difficult now for 

Tibetan Delegation to proceed to China. We hope however that as result of 

our representations Chinese Government will halt any contemplated advance 

into Tibet.” 

It was wishful thinking: “Equally we hope that if our representations 

succeed, there will be no further delay on the part of Tibetan Delegation to 

go to Peking which we are convinced will have lamentable consequences. As 

we have previously stated, we shall give all possible diplomatic support to 

Tibet in her negotiations with China within the terms of our own policy.” 

The Tibetan delegation since weeks has been trying to proceed to Beijing, 

now it was too late. The military operations had started. 

 

October 18 

Dayal, the Political Officer in Sikkim while camping in Yatung cables Delhi: 

“Government of India will NO doubt again urge upon Chinese Government 

desirability of reaching peaceful settlement of Tibetan question. It is 

however evident from renewal of military action by Chinese and from their 

insistence on immediate negotiations on eastern frontier of Tibet that they 

propose gaining their ends by coercion rather than to seek a fair settlement 

by discussions.” 

Something which was not appreciated by Nehru, Harishwar Dayal dares 

‘advising’ Delhi: “I have already ventured to suggest that apparent 

indifference on India’s part to the outcome of negotiations between Tibetans 

and Chinese would make the situation more difficult rather than easier. If 

they feel that they have free hand Chinese are bound to proceed with 

aggression on Tibet in which case matter will NO doubt come up before U.N. 

                                    
8 Bajpai or Nehru? 



and we shall have no repeat no option but to join in condemnation of the 

New China.” 

Dayal’s conclusion “We should NOT only advise the Chinese to proceed 

peacefully but should let them know in the most friendly terms that we are 

interested both in the manner in which their negotiations with the Tibetans 

are conducing and in their outcome. If Chinese value our friendship it is 

reasonable to expect them to heed our representations.” 

His reasoning seemed logical. 

But Mao did not value India’s friendship. He had more important task in 

front of him; he had to ‘liberate’ Tibet. 

The same day, the ministry communicates with the embassy in Beijing. 

Panikkar is informed that a communication has been received from Lhasa 

about the Chinese invasion of Tibet. After mentioning the July border 

incident, Panikkar is told that “Chinese troops have crossed the Yangtze at a 

ferry near Changra and fought an engagement with Tibetan soldiers, who 

were forced to withdraw under heavy fire. Strong concentration of Chinese 

troops is reported at Jyekundo.” 

Panikkar is also told that his Chinese colleague in Delhi believed that: “in 

view of the deliberate delay of the Tibetan Government had ordered the 

People’s Liberation Army to move towards Changtu [Chamdo], …therefore 

well within Tibetan territory.” 

Delhi can only conclude: “there seems to be little room left for doubt that at 

least a partial Chinese invasion of Tibet has taken place. The Tibetan 

Government have pointed out that in these circumstances, any negotiations 

with the Chinese would be under duress.” 

Nehru tells the Ambassador that the time “has come for you to make 

representations to the Chinese Government. …It should be strongly 

emphasized that if Chinese refuse to halt their advance into Tibet and 

invasion continues, they will be convicting themselves of aggression and 



giving handle to their enemies for denouncing them. In these circumstances 

it will be difficult for us to continue the effort that we have been making for 

past many months to secure recognition of China by other nations.” 

The same day9, the ministry accordingly cables Lhasa: “We are making 

earnest representations to Chinese Government advising them to halt the 

advance of their troops into Tibet so that problems of Tibet may be settled 

peacefully and amicably.” 

It repeats the wrong information given by Panikkar that some of the 

incidents mentioned by Lhasa took place in area “known as Inner Tibet and 

which Chinese have always regarded as part of Sikang.” 

This was not true as the Chinese 18th Army had by that time crossed the 

Upper Yangtze, the de facto border between China and Tibet. 

Delhi continues repeats what it was told by the Chinese Ambassador: 

“Chinese Government were compelled to take certain steps and ordered 

certain military movements in Sikang.” The reason given was the deliberate 

delay on part of Tibetan delegation to proceed to Peking. 

The entire blame for the invasion of their own country is put on the Tibetans, 

Delhi however is not fooled: “Nevertheless we have made it clear to Chinese 

Government that their action is ill-advised.” 

Despite the denial approach from the Indian Ambassador in China, Delhi 

realize that something serious is happening in Tibet: “if an invasion of Tibet 

has actually taken place this makes it difficult now for Tibetan Delegation to 

proceed to China. We hope however that as result of our representations 

Chinese Government will halt any contemplated advance into Tibet.” 

It notes that even if the Tibetan Delegation to go to Beijing now, the 

Tibetans are convinced that their trip can only have ‘lamentable 

consequences’. 

                                    
9 October 18, 1950 



Delhi reiterates “we shall give all possible diplomatic support to Tibet in her 

negotiations with China within the terms of our own policy.” 

This will never happen. 

In the meantime, Sinha is requested to convey Delhi’s views to the Tibetan 

Government. 

 

October 21 

The Indian Mission in Lhasa cables Delhi: “If there is NO objection Tibetan 

Government would like to send their appeal to U.N. through Government of 

India channels. It is important to have message transmitted without delay as 

Chinese forces appear to be making rapid advances.” 

As we shall see, India will not accept to support the Tibetan case in the UN. 

The Nehru Government was too keen to see Beijing in the seat of the 

Nationalist Government in Lake Success. 

Later in the day, Lhasa brings to the notice of South Block that the Tibetan 

Government has been informed about India’s suggestion. Sumul Sinha 

explains the situation from the Tibetan point of view: “Government of India 

are NO doubt aware that negotiations are between unequal parties. It is NOT 

surprising that the Tibetans are none too eager to precipitate disaster.” 

The Head of the Indian Mission points out that even if the Tibetans are slow 

in negotiations, the Chinese too have been in the past: “Chinese may 

remember that it took them long to negotiate exchange of diplomatic 

representation with India and similar negotiations with Britain have been 

interminably long.” 

Delhi is told that the Tibetan Government has given ‘standing instructions’ to 

their Delegation to proceed to China and “these instructions have so far 

been repeated twice.” 

The Head of the Mission send to Delhi ‘the terms of surrender’ on which 

conditions, China is ready ‘to make peace with Tibet’: 



1. Tibet should be an integral part of China. 

2. External relations of Tibet should be conducted by China. 

3. Tibetan Army should be integrated with the People’s Army and 

paid for by China.  

The three-point agenda will turn into 10-Point when the Tibetan delegation 

will finally proceed to Beijing in spring of 1951 and later it will become the 

17-point agreement. 

Sinha further notes that for him Chinese are not keen to negotiate: “At any 

rate Tibetan delegation was supposed to conduct preliminary negotiations in 

India and it has NOT been long since arrival of the Chinese Ambassador 

when negotiations began.” 

The Indian representative continues: “It is possible that Tibetan Delegation 

was apprehensive of their fate in view of what happened to previous 

Kuomintang representatives deputed to discuss peace with the communists. 

They did not return.” 

About the invasion itself, Sinha remarks that there are evidently 

topographical misconceptions in Delhi regarding Sino Tibetan boundary: 

“The Chinese did NOT nullify the 1914 convention, nor accept the convention 

boundary between Outer and Inner Tibet referred to in paragraph 9 thereof. 

The approximate de FACTO boundary which has long been in force is shown 

in red DOTS in map No. 4 Tibetan précis.” 

It means the Upper Yangtze which has just been crossed by the Chinese 

troops is the de facto border in 1950. Sinha continues: “Should there still be 

any doubts of a full scale invasion of Tibet it should be additional to the news 

of the loss of Riwoche Dzokangdzong, Markham and Chamdo.”  

A quick look at the map shows how wrong were the information fed by the 

Indian Ambassador in Beijing to his own government. 



Sinha says that the Chamdo radio went off the air since morning of October 

18; it was the day when Robert Ford was arrested and charged of spying for 

the ‘imperialists’.  

 
The cable from Lhasa continues: “It is believed to have fallen either to a 

communist thrust or to insurgents from within. Lhodzong is expected to fall 

soon. It is quite apparent that when Chinese talk of Sikang they refer to a 

boundary line which runs close to Lhasa near Giamda.” 



 
This place is located well within Tibet, half way between Chamdo and Lhasa. 

Sinha also notes that this map incorporates ‘a good portion of Assam’. 

The young IFS officer then lectures his all-knowing bosses in Delhi: 

“Government of India may have waived Article 5 of the 1914 convention in 

the interest of peace on the frontier but they CANNOT remain indifferent 

when that peace is broken. Time is opportune for India to resume the 

initiative and emphasise that if Chinese completely occupy Tibet it should 

NOT be by force but by consent of the people of Tibet. A fair plebiscite can 

be supervised by neutral observers. Tibetans do NOT evince doubt that their 

insignificant army will be soon overwhelmed by superior ODDS without 

external help.” 



This could have not pleased Nehru, especially when Sinha adds: “As a nation 

DEDICATED to peace they are powerless to resist the ruthless efforts of men 

trained to war. Hence their appeal to mercy.” 

The Indian Mission in Lhasa tells Delhi that the Tibetan Government would 

like to be assured that “Chinese agree to peaceful negotiations in which case 

their delegation would immediately leave for China. Should however 

Government of India’s present efforts fail they are prepared to resist.” 

Delhi is also informed that the Tibetan National Assembly has been in 

session since October 19, two days after Ngabo’s surrender: “They will most 

likely send an appeal to U.N. which they hope Government of India will 

agree to transmit through their channels. Military measures for defence of 

Lhasa are now being devised.” 

Very little could be done. Tibet has already invaded. Only the winter was 

between the Chinese advancing troops and the Tibetan capital.  

 

October 20 

Harishwar Dayal comments on his Lhasa colleague’s remarks: “I doubt 

whether plebiscite under International observation would be possible in view 

of Tibet’s scattered and NOMADIC population and the fact that it would take 

months to select voting centres and to send Observers to them moreover a 

plebiscite might ordinarily be suggested when peace is threatened by 

internal dissension among the people of a country as in Korea.” 

What is more interesting and which is the major bone of contention between 

Panikkar and Dayal (and Sinha) was “in the case of Tibet the threat is 

external,” writes the PO, who adds: “Till it is threatened from within it is the 

Tibetan Government alone that can claim the right to speak for people of 

Tibet and it is natural that Tibetans should wish to be assured that any 

negotiations into which they may enter will be free from DURESS.” 



He also clarified that Panikkar in his eagerness to defend the Chinese is 

completely wrong: “Invaded localities named by Sinha are on Tibetan side of 

DE FACTO border and have not repeat not been under Chinese 

administration. Chiamdo10 is Headquarters of Tibetan Commissioner of 

Kham.” Had Panikkar even seen a map? He was probably too busy with the 

larger picture. 

 

October 24 

After speaking to the Prime Minister, Sir Girji Shankar Bajpai, the General 

Secretary of the Ministry, writes a long note about the position of ‘our’ 

Ambassador in Beijing. Bajpai writes: “I confess that I am quite unable to 

understand the alleged Chinese justification or reason for ‘liberating’ Tibet. It 

is absurd to suggest that, in the event of a Sino-American conflict, or even a 

world conflict, Chinese security will be threatened along their Tibetan 

frontier. Unless their silence, when the fact that we alone have a frontier 

with Tibet on the boundary to which, or from which, Chinese expect danger 

was mentioned, signifies mistrust of us, I cannot imagine what it can signify. 

Neither the British nor the Americans have any access to Tibet, nor is it 

likely that we should let either of these two countries use us against China.” 

This could be considered quite a strong indictment of the Indian ambassador 

in Beijing; but the Prime Minister was too fond of his historian/philosopher 

friend, ‘Ambassador in Two Chinas’.11 

After Panikkar had asserted that China’s foreign policy was ‘independent of 

the U.S.S.R.,’ Bajipai comments: “It seems difficult to reconcile that 

statement with Chou En-lai’s, apparently Soviet inspired, fear of intervention 

by Nepal.” 

                                    
10 Chamdo 
11 Panikkar, K.M, In Two China: Memoirs of a Diplomat, (Allen & Unwin, 1955)  



The conclusion of the Secretary-General is “the truth of the matter seems to 

me to be that, having, presumably as a result of their own professions, lost 

face with their own people in Korea, the Peking Government now wish to 

rehabilitate their prestige by a military move against helpless Tibet. Since 

there are no military means of stopping them, they will, presumably, have 

their own way.” 

His conclusion is that the time has come “when our Ambassador should tell 

Chou En-lai the truth, namely, that their professed apprehensions of a 

danger to their security from the side of Tibet which adjoins our frontiers is 

utterly devoid of foundation and cannot, in our view, be a justification for 

military action there.” 

Unfortunately for India, Panikkar will never tell his Chinese friends the 

‘Truth’. 

 

October 27 

Sinha informs Delhi and Gangtok that the military operations are going on 

full swing: “Chinese invasion of Tibet is rolling on. Lho Dzong fell on the 

22nd October and Tibetans were forced to abandon Shoshado. Tibetan 

troops under Lhalu Shape12 are now at Pemba Go about 50 miles west of 

Shoshado. Chinese communists appear to be using tactics REMINISCENT of 

their fight against the Kuomintang. They are infiltrating, spreading 

disaffection amongst the local POPULACE and gradually overcoming 

resistance. Their agents who appear to be everywhere are freely distributing 

communist literature in Tibetan language some of which has even reached 

the DALAI LAMA. The situation is GRIM.” 

Though very few realize it, the situation is grim; moreover, Ngabo, the 

Governor of Chamdo has been made prisoner some ten days earlier and is 

                                    
12 Ngabo’s predecessor as Governor in Chamdo 



now under house arrest in Chamdo. The Dalai Lama and his government in 

Yatung do not have any information about Robert Ford. 

Regarding the intention of the Tibetan Government to appeal to U.N.: Lhasa 

notes “appreciate Government of India’s hesitation in sponsoring the appeal 

and promise NOT [to] send appeal without Government of India’s approval 

particularly when they are so helplessly dependent on that Government.” 

The Political Officer in Sikkim has been informed that the decision to send an 

appeal to U.N. had been taken by Lhasa “in despair when Chinese troops 

had wiped out all Tibetan garrisons in KHAM. They thought that this SNEAK 

invasion of Tibet which had passed without notice will receive some publicity 

and the question assumes international importance.” 

The Tibetans were aware of recent U.N. decision to halt an aggression in any 

part of the world, says Dayal, particularly they knew about the North Korean 

case (also unrepresented in U.N.): “they felt hopeful that some external help 

would be forthcoming in their hour of crisis.” 

The cable from Dayal continues: “If, as alleged, the Chinese fear Anglo-

American influence in Tibet, which is NO more than a mental fiction and a 

convenient excuse, would they agree to [?] on basis that two Governments 

would assure each other that none would interfere in the affairs of Tibet.” 

The Political Officer adds that it is unlikely that the Chinese in their LUST for 

conquest will agree to this “but nevertheless the insinuation is mischievous 

and may be refuted.” 

Delhi is told that in Lhasa the National Assembly has finally finished its long 

deliberation and it has been decided that the Tibetan Mission “should 

immediately proceed to China to discuss peace terms.” However when the 

Dalai Lama was consulted, he advised that “negotiations in present 

circumstances when Chinese armies were within striking distance of Lhasa 

would be meaningless. An appeal was thereupon made to the gods, [who 

decided] against the Mission [going to Beijing]. But the Government of 



India’s advice finally prevailed “and the mission has accordingly been 

instructed to go ahead.” 

This shows that Lhasa, stuck between the Gods and the Chinese, finds it 

difficult to take a decision; their prevarication is understandable.  

 

October 25 

An A.I.R. broadcast quoting a Foreign Office spokesman says that “Chinese 

armies would find it INSUPERABLE to negotiate mountains of Eastern Tibet in 

winter. Once before the Chinese under CHAO EHR FENG [Zhao Erfeng] came 

into Tibet in mid-winter. Furthermore Chinese have long been actively busy 

constructing roads and airfields in difficult parts of the terrain. They 

postponed their invasion I think NOT because of any persuasion but because 

roads were still NOT ready.” 

The denial by All Indian Radio (A.I.R.) of the reports of the Chinese invasion 

did not help, “even when Peking is loudly BLARING forth that their armies 

have been ordered to march into Tibet.”  

As can be seen from Mao’s telegrams to the Southwestern Bureau, it is a 

correct reading of the situation. But who is to listen to common sense in 

Delhi? 

Dayal continues: “At present they are holding positions from which it should 

NOT take them more than two/three weeks to occupy Lhasa. There are NO 

more difficult obstacles to overcome on the road and the country from 

Shoshado onwards is fairly easy. In view of Government of India’s 

LUKEWARM support to Tibetan Government during this crisis some Tibetans 

believe that Government of India want Tibetans to be peacefully 

incorporated in the Communist Empire of China.” 

Unfortunately, Panikkar is convinced that Tibet has always been part of the 

Chinese Empire. Ultimately it is India which will suffer of this change of 



neighbourhood. About the timing of the operations had been decided months 

ago, probably in January/February 1950.  

The long telegram asserts the uncertain situation in Lhasa and the possibility 

of a major exodus towards India: “As Chinese armies near Lhasa, opposition 

to the Mission may be expected to grow. All foreigners are already in danger 

of losing their lives. It is expected that there will be a fairly large exodus of 

Tibetans into India within the coming months. Tibetan Government are 

preparing to send the Dalai Lama down to India for asylum. They hope 

Government of India would look after him during his exile and exercise 

influence on the Chinese for amicable settlement which would pave the way 

for his return.” 

Dayal did not mince his words, China is an imperialist power: “I venture to 

think that Chinese action against Tibet when negotiations were in progress 

and when the Chinese had assured Government of India of their desire to 

seek amicable settlement, [is] extremely reprehensible and hardly 

distinguishable from Imperialism.”  

And to conclude, he adds: “The present crisis in Tibet is largely the outcome 

of unthwarted Chinese ambition to bring weaker nations on her PERIPHERY 

within her active domination. I am reminded of PROPHETIC warnings of 

Chinese friends in 1948 that within three years there will be NO Himalayas. I 

do NOT see that in present circumstances the Mission can serve any useful 

purpose by remaining in Lhasa.” 

But Panikkar and Nehru saw Communist China with other eyes and the great 

nascent friendship with the Middle Kingdom had to be saved at any cost. 

One can always conjuncture what would have happened in Harishwar Dayal 

had been posted in Beijing instead of Panikkar? 

 

October 27 



In the meantime, South Block decided to send again a clarification to most 

of its missions/embassies: “We have seen newspaper reports to the effect 

that the Chinese Government have ordered their troops to advance into 

Tibet. During the last few days there have been reports that Chinese forces 

had made incursions into Tibet. These appear to have occurred mostly in the 

disputed territory on the eastern border of Tibet.” 

It was absolutely wrong, but the Government (Nehru) has not taken the 

time to look at its own maps of Tibet. It would have been too inconvenient. 

However, in the second part of the cable, the ministry admits that Tibet has 

been invaded: “The present development seems far more serious. The 

Chinese Government, to whom we had made repeated representations 

regarding Tibet, had, while declaring their intention to ‘liberate’ Tibet, 

assured us that this would be done by peaceful means and negotiations. We 

have now asked our Ambassador in Peking to convey formally to the Chinese 

Government our deep regret at the invasion of Tibet which, we have made it 

clear to them, is NOT in the interests of China or of peace.” 

One can only say that it was up to Mao to decide what China’s interests 

were, not Delhi or the Indian Ambassador. 

 

October 28 

Delhi receives the latest news from its Mission in Lhasa: “Following joint 

decision arrived at after due deliberations by the Dalai Lama, Regent, 

Kashag and Trungtsi13 has been communicated to me for favour of obtaining 

India’s approval soon. 

The telegram from the Tibetan Government starts thus: “Government of 

India are well aware of developments leading to invasion of Tibet and the fall 

of places of strategic importance in Kham. Tibetan Mission to China could 

NOT leave earlier owing to a series of unforeseen difficulties. Since then in 

                                    
13 A standing committee of eight senior officials 



accordance with Government of India’s advice Tibetan Mission has been 

ordered to proceed immediately to Peking.” 

However Lhasa is not too optimistic about the future: “Tibetan Govt. believe 

that nothing will now stop daily advance of Chinese troops into Tibet and it 

may NOT be long before Lhasa itself is threatened.” 

This would happen in September 1951, less than a year later. 

But in October 1950, the Tibetan Government is worried what could happen 

to the young Dalai Lama: “In that event it is natural that the life of His 

Holiness will be in danger. They earnestly hope for successful termination of 

negotiations with China but have reasons to think that present hostilities will 

NOT stop.” 

Delhi is formally informed that the Government and people of Tibet “are 

anxious therefore to ensure safety and well being of His HOLINESS, who in 

circumstances may be compelled to seek refuge in India along with a few 

loyal officials.” 

The main worry in Lhasa is the safety of the Dalai Lama: “His Holiness 

expects to present case of Tibet personally to Prime Minister and seek his 

advice whether any further approach to President Mao through Govt. of India 

would be of any avail. It is the hope and prayer of the Tibetan Govt. that in 

view of the long standing FRATERNAL relations between India and Tibet and 

existing friendly relations between India and China, Govt. of India would be 

kind enough to agree to look after His Holiness and party during their exile. 

Tibetan Govt. do not repeat not expect financial assistance but otherwise 

hope Govt of India would keep a kindly eye on the welfare of His Holiness.” 

It is exactly what would happen nine years later, when the Dalai Lama fled 

after an uprising in Lhasa. In October 195o, Lhasa still dreams that Delhi will 

“intercede in their behalf with Mao to stop present military action.” But Mao’s 

designs were clear, Tibet would be invaded (or ‘liberated’) in 2 steps, 



nothing could make the Great Helmsman change his plan. And certainly not 

a letter from Delhi (or Lhasa). 

Dayal says: “I have been personally approached to request Govt. of India to 

keep their Representatives in Washington, London and U.N. informed of 

developments in Tibet and to ascertain through them informally views of 

other Govts on Tibetan issue.” 

Dayal reiterated that Lhasa wanted to be assured beforehand that their God-

King would receive hospitality and kindly treatment in India. It will certainly 

HEARTEN them to receive Govt of India’s assurance.” 

This will never happen.  

 

October 29, 1950 

The Political Officer writes to Delhi acknowledging that the latest Lhasa 

telegrams “leave no (repeat no) room for doubt as to gravity of situation in 

Tibet. I presume that in accordance with normal International practice and 

with our obligations to a friendly and dependent neighbor consent to asylum 

will be granted to DALAI LAMA and complimentary ENTOURAGE as in 1910 if 

they decide to flee to India.” 

This would be generously done nine years later. 

Delhi is further told of the Lhasa Government’s decision to abstain from 

appealing “to World opinion through United Nations in deference to 

Government of India’s views.” 

Dayal says that ‘it places a heavy responsibility on India’. 

The PO asks his bosses in Delhi if any further steps could be contemplated to 

persuade Chinese to halt invasion and to ensure that negotiations are free 

and fair. 

Of course, he will never receive an answer. 

Delhi is reminded of India’s possessions in Tibet as well as the Trade Agent’s 

Military Escorts at Gyantse and Yatung; the Political Officer believes: 



“Premature withdrawal would merely play into hands of Chinese but in view 

of possible danger to personnel Government of India must immediately 

decide whether and if so when they are going to assert their rights and to 

warn Chinese against interference with our staff and property. Besides Lhasa 

Mission and Trade Agencies, we maintain daks and post and telegraph 

offices on trade route up to Gyantse.” 

The Panchsheel Agreement of 1954 will see India surrender of all its 

‘possessions’ and rights in Tibet, but is another story. 

On the same day, Dayal writes about the A.I.R. broadcasts saying Tibet was 

not invaded: “RICHARDSON and I pointed out a year ago the error of the 

communication that Tibet could NOT be invaded in winter.” 

It is obviously the babus in Delhi who had decided that Tibet could not be 

invaded in winter. Mao knew what was possible. 

The PO notes the false information propagated by A.I.R. which used only 

Panikkar’s input: “News broadcast on 28th October suggested Government 

of India was still awaiting news from Peking of entry of Chinese troops into 

Tibet and made no repeat no mention of reports received from Lhasa.” 

Delhi, through the communications sent by Sinha and Dayal was well aware 

of the factual position. 

Dayal correctly analyses: “Statements tending to play down the seriousness 

of the situation merely provide the invaders with convenient cover for their 

operations.” 

Even more interestingly, he mentions the image of the Indian government 

abroad: “Moreover they might expose us to ridicule in the light of likely 

developments in the immediate future. Therefore even if Government of 

India does not (repeat not) wish the World to know that large area of 

Tibetan territory has already been forcibly seized I would urge avoidance of 

misleading statements.” 



The Ambassador in Beijing was later informed that the Prime Minister had 

negatively answered the questions raised by the Tibetan Government. 

This caused a tremendous setback for Lhasa: “Government of India cannot 

sponsor Tibetan appeal to U.N., but have NO objection to such appeal being 

addressed direct by Tibetan Government to Secretary General.” 

The Tibetan government had been under the impression that Delhi would be 

on its side in the present circumstances. 

Then, Nehru advises Lhasa NOT to send their delegation to Beijing to 

negotiate.  

The telegram continues: “Should Dalai Lama and any Tibetan Officials seek 

sanctuary in India, they will be given such protection and assistance as 

Government of India can provide.” 

Regarding the request to Delhi to take the Tibetan issue to Mao Zedong, 

Nehru decided: “Whether Government of India should address any further 

appeal to Mao Tse Tung on behalf of Tibetan Government will depend upon 

Peking Government’s reply to note already presented by Ambassador in 

Peking.” 

Panikkar is also told the Head of the Mission in Lhasa has been instructed to 

stay at his post, “whatever the developments or risks. This is essential for 

the morale of the Tibetans.” 

Delhi cables Lhasa to ask if Sinha has received the text of that message that 

Panikkar was asked to deliver to the Chinese Foreign Minister: “That states 

clearly our own view of Chinese invasion of Tibet.” 

The ministry adds that “Owing to our recognition of China’s suzerainty over 

Tibet, it would be inadvisable for us to sponsor Tibet’s appeal to U.N. We see 

NO objection, however, to appeal being addressed direct by Tibetan 

Government to Secretary General, U.N., for presentation to Security 

Council.” 



Again suggesting that the Tibetan delegation should NOT proceed to Beijing, 

Nehru writes: “We are trying to convey this advice direct to Members of 

Delegation but it is for Lhasa to issue instructions.”  

Instructions regarding the possibility of the Dalai Lama demanding asylum in 

India, Delhi appealing to Mao and the importance to keep the Mission in 

Lhasa are also repeated. 

 

October 30 

The next day, Dayal is requested to transmit ‘expeditiously’ a message to 

Shakabpa, leader of Tibetan Delegation camping in Kalimpong: “In view of 

the Chinese invasion of Tibet we would advise that Tibetan Delegation 

should NOT proceed to Peking for negotiations. We have conveyed this 

advice to the Tibetan Government through our representative in Lhasa. Your 

Government will doubtless issue the necessary instructions to you. Kindest 

regards.” 

Confusion is reigning everywhere.  


